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INDUSTRIAL WALL  
 
 

Getting there:  Drive to the end of Alpha lake road in function.  Do NOT park in the guest 
parking at the lofts, any of the nearby businesses or the residential parking behind 1420 (there 
is ample parking).  Follow a trial behind the lofts apartment building through the whiffle ball 
course to the first tower for the power lines on top of the small hill.  Look up…. A trial takes you 
to the base of industrial wall. 

 
 

From right to left 
 
11B Industrial corner 3.5/5 stars:  Climb lookers right arete enjoying stunning views along the 
way.  6 bolts. 
 
11d Secret tiny dogs 2/5 stars:  An alternate start to Industrial Strength that skips the lower 2 
cruxes.  Climb the bulge to the first clip, some groveling will get you to a slopy ledge for the 
second clip.  From here a balancy crux will merge you with the top on Industrial strength.  7 
bolts 
 
12b Industrial Strength 3.5/5 stars:  Clip a high second bolt and catch your breath on the jugs.  
An acrobatic sequence engages the crux.  Take a breach on a small dish and crank though the 
smooth face.  Great climbing!  8 bolts. 
 
11c Test your Grit 3/5 stars:  Boulder up the first 3 clips to a sloping rest.  A key left hand mono 
will test your finger strength.  Take a breath on the sloping ledge then power to the top.  
Awesome climbing the whole way!  5 bolts. 
 
11 The boulder problem 1.5/5 stars:  Boulder up the lookers left corner.  Crux is getting past 
the second bolt on sharp crimps and hard to spot feet.  3 bolts, there are two alternate finishes 
if you feel adventurous.  
 

TREEHOUSE WALL 
 

Getting there:  From the Industrial wall, follow the trail up the hill to the north side of the rock.  
A small platform marks the base of the routes. 
 
5.9  3/5 stars:  5 bolts, there is an alternate start to the left of the climb that is about 10a, it 
merges with the 5.9 at the 3rd bolt. 


